1. The USSR has deployed the 32nd Army in Poland as well as large forces in the southern part of East Germany. Great pressures are being exerted upon Poland to prepare for an intervention. The five divisions subordinate to the Silesian Military District in Poland are in a state of readiness.

2. Propaganda in Poland is pointing to a Czechoslovak threat and to the necessity of aiding the "healthy" forces in Czechoslovakia. Pressure for intervention is being applied by Polish political activists, headed by Polish United Workers' Party (PZPR) first secretary Władysław Gomułka. Polish military leaders have reacted...
TO THIS PRESSURE WITH SOME RESERVE. NONETHELESS, ON THE RECOMMENDATION OF PZPR OFFICIALS AND THE USSR, PLANS FOR POLAND'S PARTICIPATION IN AN INTERVENTION HAVE BEEN PREPARED.

3. WEST GERMANY'S DECISION TO CHANGE THE SITE OF THE BLACK LION EXERCISES FROM A BAVARIAN REGION NEAR THE CZECHOSLOVAK FRONTIER TO THE SOUTHWESTERN PART OF WEST GERMANY HAS CREATED AN AWKWARD SITUATION FOR THE PLANNERS OF THE INTERVENTION. A WEST GERMAN EXERCISE ALONG THE FRONTIER COULD HAVE SERVED AS A PRETEXT FOR THE INTERVENTION. IF IT SHOULD BECOME NECESSARY TO SEND FORCES INTO CZECHOSLOVAKIJA AND TO USE THEM TO SEAL THE WEST GERMAN BORDER, THIS WILL BE DONE IN EARLY SEPTEMBER OR IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE CZECHOSLOVAK COMMUNIST PARTY (KSC) CONGRESS WHICH OPENS ON 9 SEPTEMBER. AN INTERVENTION WOULD BE NECESSARY IF THE ELECTION OF THE NEW KSC CENTRAL COMMITTEE DID NOT ACCORD WITH SOVIET WISHES.

4. THE POLISH POPULACE IS STRONGLY AGAINST THE ROLE BEING PLAYED BY THE POLISH LEADERS IN THE CZECHOSLOVAK CRISIS. MANY LETTERS ARE BEING SENT FROM POLAND TO CZECHOSLOVAKIA REPORTING SOVIET TROOP DEPLOYMENTS IN POLAND.

5. DISSEM: NONE.